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General remarks
–

–
–

All manuscripts are subject to a double blind peer review. The review process can result in acceptance, the recommendation of revisions or rejection of the manuscript. The author is informed of the decision by email. The editor attempts to reach a decision within three months
of the submission of the manuscript.
Manuscripts must be fully anonymized (i.e. you have to refer to yourself only in the third person); please replace a vote of thanks with an asterisk.
The recommended length of a full review article is 1,000 to 1,500 words and for a bibliographical note, c. 500 words. Multi-book reviews can run up to 5,000 words.

Running text
–

Italics are used
• for transliterated Latin, except names of persons or places (princeps senatus, caput viae;
but M. Tullius Cicero, Prusias ad Hypium),
• for names of ships and military units (trireme Phryx, legio IX Hispana),
• for texts, books and journals when quoted by their exact title in the running text (Codex Justinianus, Itinerarium Antonini; but Code of Justinian, Antonine Itinerary).
• Italics may also be used, but sparingly, for emphasis.
• Latin abbreviations such as e.g., et al., ed., are not italicized.

References
–

–
–
–
–
–

–

References to ancient authors and modern works are given in footnotes (e.g. not in brackets in
the main text); modern works are cited with full bibliographic information (author, title, series, place of publication, year) either the first time a work is mentioned or in a bibliography at
the end of the text.
Please use small caps for modern authors, e.g. SMITH.
Please divide several authors/editors by a slash, e.g. ULF/ROLLINGER, p. 2.
Please use ed. or eds. (no Hrsg., Hg., Hgg., a cura di, etc.).
Please divide places by a slash, e.g. London / New York 1969.
All literary works, ancient as well as modern, should be cited in italics, e.g. Tac. ann. 3.60–3;
P. ARNAUD: Les routes de la navigation antique. Itinéraires en Méditerranée, Paris 2005; CALBOLI
MONTEFUSCO, L., s. v. Topik, in DNP 12.1, 2002, 691–3, SCHNURBEIN, SIEGMAR: Zur Datierung
der augusteischen Militärlager, in: TRIER, BENDIX (ed.): Die römische Okkupation nördlich der
Alpen zur Zeit des Augustus. Kolloquium Bergkamen 1989. Vorträge (Bodenaltertümer Westfalens 26), Münster 1991, S. 1–5.
Works of foreign language (e.g. Greek, Cyrillic) do not have to be latinized.
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–
–
–
–
–
–

Please use the abbreviations of Der Neue Pauly or Thesaurus Linguae Latinae or The Oxford
Classical Dictionary.
Please use the abbreviations for ancient works consistently: for example always cite Plin. nat.
(instead of Plin. Nat., Plin. n.h., Plin. N.H.).
When citing ancient texts, Arabic numerals are used in preference to Roman, e.g. Hdt. 4.117.1
instead of Hdt. IV.117.1.
Please use a dash between page numbers, e.g. pages 1–9.
Pairs of page numbers are contracted to the minimum number of places: e.g. 230–47, 115–7.
Please do not use hyperlinks.
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